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----------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT----------------------------------------------------------The spread of information networks in communities and organizations have led to a daily huge volume of
information exchange between different networks which, of course, has resulted in new threats to the national
organizations. It can be said that information security has become today one of the most challenging areas. In
other words, defects and disadvantages of computer network security address irreparable damage for enterprises.
Therefore, identification of security threats and ways of dealing with them is essential. But the question raised in
this regard is that what are the strategies and policies to deal with security threats that must be taken to ensure
the security of computer networks? In this context, the present study intends to do a review of the literature by
using earlier researches and library approach, to provide security solutions in the face of threats to their
computer networks. The results of this research can lead to more understanding of security threats and ways to
deal with them and help to implement a secure information platform.
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1. INTRODUCTION
review the existing network [10]. Vizandan et al. (2011)
he increasing development of communication and controlling vulnerabilities and security threats have been
information technology has doubled the need for exchange considered one of the most serious issues [11]. Azarpour
of information and data [1] the emergence of computer et al (2012) have also mention the acceptable level of
networks in all industries in the 70’s improve the security as a key requirement for a lot of people who use
production of knowledge and gave it a high acceleration. computer networks in earnest [12]. The question that
Since then, the individual wisdom has turned into plural arises is: what solutions and technologies should be taken
wisdom and the private thoughts of intellectuals became into account against computer network threats to ensure
the great minds of the elite Global Village [2]. According the security and confidentiality of information on
to the statistics, from 2020 onwards, human knowledge individuals and organizations?
will be doubled every 72 days [3]. The cost of information Given the necessity and in order to respond to the
processing is cheap today and communication costs are mentioned question, the current study aims to use library
decreasing as the world’s exchanging is increasing [4]. approach and reviewing the earlier investigations to
The role of information in organizations therefore can be provide solutions for securing computer networks. The
results of this study can be used to identify the threats to
clearly seen as one of the most vital assets [5].
With the development of the Internet and its use in network security to implement an effective and secure
different dimensions, organizations and institutions have computer platform.
faced invasion with new issues related to information
security and computer networks [6] in a way that 2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF RESEARCH
technology information industry and communication are 2.1 Computer Networks
looking for security solutions for these networks [7]. So it The term network means a set of serial lines that are used
can be said that security in the real world in individual and to connect the terminals to large computers [13]. Thus, the
social scale is a dynamic concept interpreted by the effect definition of the computer network is a set of independent
of the new national and international opportunities and computers that are connected to a single technology. Two
threats [8] and a secure network must be protected against computers are connected to each other when they can
intentional and unintentional attack and have a good exchange information [14]. Basically a computer network
response time, availability or high readiness, reliability or consists of two or more computers and peripherals such as
high reputation, integrity and be flawless and provide printers, scanners, etc. that are directly related to share
scalability as well as accurate information [7]. The hardware, software and information resources [12].
vulnerability of computer networks as IT infrastructure, is Computer networks are classified according to various
one of the major problems in this area [9] and the intensive factors including: longitude, interconnection, management
competition and the increasing volume of data traffic, have and architecture [15]. Some computer networks are called
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local area network or LAN (network within home, office
buildings, health care facilities, or in academia),
metropolitan area network, or MAN (in a geographic area
such as a city or metropolitan provinces) and wide Area
Network or WAN (wide area network for the geographic
area like a state). WAN networks are formed from LAN’s
in several different ways, which are connected by routers.
The Internet is a final WAN [16]. Fig 1 shows an image of
computer networks [17]:

Fig 1 - Computer Networks[17].
2.2 Computer Security
Computer security is a generic name for a set of tools
designed to protect data and thwart hackers [18]. This
concept includes many aspects of physical protection
equipment to protect the electronic bits and bytes that
make up the network information [19]. Computer security
has four main key goals which include confidentiality,
accuracy, privacy and availability [20].
 Confidentiality: This term covers a related
concept:
Confidentiality of information ensures that private
and confidential information is not accessible to
unauthorized persons.
 Privacy: ensures the information which have
been collected and saved by people is accessible
by them and who this information can be
revealed to.
 Accuracy: The term covers two related concepts:
 Accuracy of the information ensures that data and
applications are allowed to change only on a
specific procedure.
 Accuracy System ensures that a desired function
runs in the correct manner, free from deliberate or
inadvertent unauthorized manipulation.

Availability: ensures that the system works
quickly and does not exclude authorized users
[21].

3. RESEARCH HISTORY
Security of computer networks is a complex problem that
is considered by managers of organizational centers more
and more every day [22]. A lot of research has been done
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in this regard. Among these Hojaji’s study (2008) can be
noted which has provided security framework for services
in next generation networks, from his perspective, the
simple and traditional infrastructure replacing with
integrated and multilayered infrastructure will make the
service network operators face security challenges and
data privacy issues and suppliers from this platform are
exposed to new risks [10]. Vizendan et al (2011) have
investigated the symmetric encryption algorithms which
have many applications in the secure network and
communications infrastructure [11]. Azarpour et al (2012)
also examined the importance of Honey Pot technology in
establishing network security and how the hackers have
been trapped by network specialists [12]. Results from
Javadzadeh et al (2013) investigation for design and
construction of the knowledge of systems expert for
network security test suggest lack of a proper user
interface, the interaction between humans and computers
has been the problem [9]. Gholipour et al (2014) also
provide a process for testing the security of web-based
intranet applications. In their opinion, security test must be
precisely done based on a rigorous process that he and his
colleagues proposed in 10 stages [8]. Results from the
Sayana investigation (2003) on the approach on network
security audits indicate that good security will not be
achieved only through high investments and the use of
sophisticated tools, but this area requires an information
system able to point the systematic management of
security devices through a well-defined processes
[23]. Alabady (2009) in a research on the design and
implementation of network security has presented a
checklist that assesses the amount of network security and
confidential data [24]. Daya (2010) in an article entitled
Network Security has the history and importance of
network security in the future. In his opinion to deal with
security threats in the future, network security needs to
rapidly changing [20].

4. NETWORK SECURITY
Network security is a process in which the security of a
network against internal and external threats is supplied to
better meet the organization's set of security mechanisms
and provide safe and reliable network that is called a
secure computer network [25]. In fact, security is a series
of security dimensions designed to express and manage
specific aspects of network security [7]. Security thinking
in network is to achieve three important factors that
together constitute the security triangle. These include
confidentiality and trusteeship, integrity and being
constantly available. The three basic principles form the
information security in the network or outside it so that all
necessary measures taken for the security of the network
or the equipment made, are all due to the need to apply
these three parameters in the maintenance and
exchange [12].
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5. THREATS AND SECURITY VULNERABILITIES IN
COMPUTER SECURITY

When talking about network threats, these threats can be
events or people that lead to harm any network
data. Network threats can be natural, such as wind,
lightning, flooding, or may be accidental, such as
accidental deletion of files [26]. Threats to the security of
information systems can be classified in three main
categories of disclosure of confidential information (the
threat of disclosure), damage to the integrity of
information (the threat of manipulation) and the lack of
information (damaging services threats)[27]. From one
perspective, attacks are divided into two categories:
passive and active and in another perspective they can be
divided in destructive and nondestructive categories and in
another views they can be classified on their basis. The
common attacks on the network are as follows [28]:
 Stop service attack (DOS): In this type of attack
other users can use the resources and information
and communication. This type of attack is active
and can be used by internal and external users.






Eavesdropping: a passive attack, the attacker
hears the exchange of data, information and
messages.
Traffic Analysis: this is a passive attack; the
attacker analyzes network traffic based on the
number of packets and gains valuable
information.
Message and Data Manipulation: active attack,
the attacker disturbs the comprehensiveness and
accuracy of the information with unauthorized
changes [28].

On the other hand the vulnerability of computer networks
as IT infrastructure is one of the major problems in this
area. The majority of the vulnerabilities are due to
improperly
configured
software
and
network
organizations [9]. In general, system vulnerabilities, flaws
or weaknesses are in the design or implementation of an
information system (including the security procedures and
security controls associated with the system), which can be
through loss of confidentiality, integrity or availability, as
willingly or unwillingly adversely affect the operations or
assets of the organization [29]. In other words, the
organizations identify security merely as a technological
issue or the software and security tools do their job
properly without failure, even though the biggest source of
security disasters is human error. In other words, in most
cases users without the knowledge of what they are doing
would provide network intrusion, so that even blind people
can be deceived through typical social engineering tricks
and use their lack of knowledge to penetrate the network
abuse [30]. Table 1 summarizes the various threats and
their consequences [31]:
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Table 1: Summary of Various Threats and Their
Implications [31].
Threat
E-mail
containing
virus
Network
Virus
Web-based
viruses
Attack on
the server

Service
rejection
attacks

Network
User Attack
(internal
employee)

Domestic/Foreign
Threat Consequences
Foreign origin,
Can infect system’s reading
domestic use
email and subsequently
spread throughout the
organization.
Foreign
Can enter through
unprotected ports and affect
the entire network.
Internal views of
Can affect the system that
external sites
does the visit and then also
affect other internal systems.
Foreign
If the server is compromised
by a hacker he can gain
access to internal network
systems.
Foreign
If the router is attacked the
entire network can fail and
external services such as
web, email and FTP can be
cumbering.
Internal
Traditional firewall network
edge can prevent the
attack. Internal segmentation
firewalls can help internal
damage.

6. WAYS OF DEALING WITH SECURITY THREATS
AND VULNERABILITIES IN COMPUTER NETWORKS

Network security is vital to restrict internal and external
threats to an organization at different levels which with
appropriate security policy, these threats can be reduced to
a minimum. In other words, prevention includes all
mechanisms and policies to limit the scope of security
incidents and threats [32]. Security policies are rules
electronically programmed and saved to control some
areas as access privileges in security [33].
6.1 The Use of Encryption Techniques
No technique has ever provided 100% security. But the
most widely used technique is encryption. Encryption is a
technique that encrypts simple data and the text and makes
it difficult to understand or interpret. Currently there are
several encryption algorithms, secret key encryption,
public key encryption and encrypted message [15]. The
encryption systems can be divided into two broad
categories: first, symmetric encryption system in which
the receiver and transmitter agree on a private key that
nobody else must know. The second type, asymmetric
encryption with a public key which’s major cause of
creation was problems related to the key encryption
distribution [11].
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6.2 Layered Security
Layered Security is a combination of several security
measures to ensure that not all security measures are at
one level. So it protects the network from resources and
threats [34]. The use of layered security is to ensure that
all possible ways of attacking are blocked where
prevention is not an option, but always identifying threats
is [35].
6.2.1 Layers of Security
 Layer- 1 DNS: domain name system acts like a
phone book for a computer to find the name of
the
website.
This
system
is
usually ISP Provided. But for better security
DNS server can be used.


1
2

Layer 2- Firewall: firewalls act as a filter between
the network and the outside world and scan all
the network traffic and decide what traffic is
allowed to enter or exit [34]. Firewalls also
convert internal IP to IP addresses on the Internet,
providing a more secure network. This prevents
disclosure of important information about the
structure of the network covered by the
firewall [1].



Layer 3- Network: this layer monitor signs of
external
threats [34].
In
this
level
1
2
IDS and IPS are used; these technologies
analyze the network traffic passing through the
firewall in more detail [1].



Layer 4- Equipment: the existence of the network
firewall can ensure the protection of information,
thus the use of firewall can ensure any of the
equipment and systems that even if the network
firewall fails the system will always be protected.



Layer 5- Users: the user layer is often the most
difficult one to manage because of the need to
strike a balance between security and
convenience. So the best way to defend the
internal threat is awareness and training.



Layer 6- Applications: the software to be
installed from a reliable source and network
operating systems and be up to date is very
important to protect newly discovered exploits.



Layer 7- Data: for increased security, data must
be encrypted and have password [34].

Intrusion Detection System
Intrusion Prevention Systems
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6.3 Penetration Test
Penetration testing is the process of investigation and
discovery of vulnerabilities and security weaknesses of a
system or a computer network and the possibility of
abusing the loopholes in order to carry out illegal
activities, or sabotage the team. The test is divided into
two categories: internal and external. Internal penetration
test relates to a process in which the test team, through the
organization's internal network, assesses the weaknesses
and possibilities of taking advantage of them. In the
external penetration test the team uses the internet
remotely, and without physical presence, to assess the
possible vulnerabilities and taking advantage of them
[36]. On the other hand, the method of testing network
security software based on the variety of vulnerabilities is
very specific and it is suggested for flaws so that 10
defects are chosen, and by modeling a threatening tree it
builds the attack tree and generalizes the test sequence in
an algorith. According to the theory of defects, the method
can be applied to a case to determine the validity of its
performance [8].
6.4 Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
There are many reasons to use intrusion detection system
as a necessary part of the system to protect it. Many
traditional systems and applications have been developed
without security [37]. Intrusion detection is a diagnostic
procedure that attempts to identify unauthorized access to
a network or the reduction of its performance [12]. Fig 2
shows a computer network intrusion detection
system [37]:

Fig 2: IDS in the computer network [37].
Intrusion detection system is divided into two main
categories: host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS)
and
network-based
intrusion
detection
system
(NIDS). HIDS assesses the information content of
operating systems, systems and software file and NIDS
analyzes the information in network communications and
evaluates the data packets that are exchanged over the
network [38].
6.5 Intrusion prevention system (IPS)
IPS uses IDS algorithm for monitoring and allows network
traffic to pass based on technical analysis. It usually works
in different areas of the network and actively manages any
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suspicious activities that can bypass firewall [39]. In fact,
this system is a device or software that detects signs of
intrusion to the network. This includes generating alarms
and intrusion blocking [40]. Generally, IPS is set into the
network and monitors the information as they pass
inside. An IPS has the ability to do more than just warning
or log its decision. In addition, the system has the ability to
be programmed to react to what the diagnosis is. This
feature makes the response much better than the IDS and
IPS [12].

7. CONCLUSION

The importance of utilizing the information in today’s
developed world will lead to security threats. It can be said
that the protection of computer network of organizations,
is important to create a competitive advantage. Results
from this study showed that threats and damage computer
networks can be any person or event that could damage
the data. Computer network attacks can be divided into
two categories: passive and active attacks or internal and
external attacks. Attacks common to computer networks,
include denial of service attacks, eavesdropping, traffic
analysis, manipulation of messages and data, e-mails
containing viruses, network viruses, Web-based virus
attacks on Web servers and RAID network users. To deal
with these threats and vulnerabilities there are
techniques that exist, including encryption techniques
where simple data is encrypted in text in such a way that it
can be difficult to understand and interpret. This will
reduce the possibility of network intrusion. On the other
hand IDS and IPS techniques control the exchange of
information in the network and prevent unauthorized
access. After the implementation of the proposed
techniques using internal and external penetration test can
ensure security implementations. In this context, and based
on the findings of this study to enhance the security of
computer networks, the following suggestions are offered:







Identifying security breaches of computer
networks
Using a combination of techniques of computer
network security
Periodical Penetration Testing
Informing users of the computer network of
common security threats
Identifying further new security threats and ways
of dealing with them
Periodically update software and network
operating systems

The above suggestions can be effectively used to create a
secure platform for organizations.
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